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Structure of Cu„115…: Clean surface and its oxygen-induced facets

D. A. Walko* and I. K. Robinson
Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1110 West Green Street, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 21 January 1999!

Cu~001! vicinal surfaces facet when exposed to O. We have studied this process on Cu~115!, which trans-
forms from a clean surface to$104% and $113% facets, using surface x-ray diffraction. The Cu~115! surface
exhibits a complex interlayer relaxation accounted for by basic elasticity theory; the vertical displacements of
the three surface atoms are found to correlate with those of the subsurface atoms directly below. The
O/Cu~104! facets do not, as previously proposed, involve any missing Cu rows, but the top three rows are
expanded away from the bulk; the Cu-O chains which stabilize this surface are similar to those present on other
O on Cu reconstructions. The O/Cu(113)(331) facets are significantly disordered, with stripes about 8 Å
wide running parallel to the atomic steps.@S0163-1829~99!01224-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structures of many crystalline surfaces are affected
the adsorption of foreign species,1 sometimes undergoing
minor rearrangements to accommodate the adsorbed a
or molecules, in other situations undergoing major trans
mations. Some adsorbed species induce highly organize
constructions, while others form incommensurate overlay
Yet others can destroy the inherent reconstructions form
on clean surfaces, such as the well-known case of H
Si(001)(231).2 In other cases, surface adsorbates lead
to additional order, but to disorder such as surface alloy
~exhibited in certain metal-on-metal systems!,3 surface
roughening, or even amorphization. Under appropriate
cumstances, faceting, the breaking up of a flat surface
large-scale terraces with particular crystallographic orien
tions, can occur. Whether the driving force is primar
short-range chemical forces, a longer-ranged charge-de
wave,4 or surface stress reduction,5 the system attempts t
reach an equilibrium state which minimizes the surface f
energy.

Here we report on structures formed by the influence
oxygen on high-Miller-index copper surfaces. The reco
structions formed by O on low-index Cu are already w
known, and were reviewed in Ref. 6. On Cu~110!, O forms a
231 reconstruction7 at low coverage and ac(632) recon-
struction at higher coverage.8 On Cu~001!, O induces only a
2A23A2 reconstruction9 ~although other superstructure
had preliminarily been reported as discussed in Ref. 9!. A
common structural feature of these reconstructions10 is the
formation of Cu-O chains on these surfaces. The O atoms
fourfold coordinated, with all O-Cu bond lengths about 1.
Å . These features are conspicuously similar to the cha
teristics of bulk cuprite, Cu2O, except the O atoms of thes
reconstructions are not centered in Cu tetrahedra.10 O on
Cu~111! induces a more complex series of reconstructio
which are rotated relative to the substrate, yet are compar
with the structure of bulk Cu2O(111) planes.11,12 Recent
studies of O/Cu(102)(231) have also found evidence fo
Cu-O-Cu chains on this surface, although that structure
not been fully determined.13,14 Similar structures have als
been found in the oxidation of Cu alloy surfaces15,16 and Cu
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~23!/15446~11!/$15.00
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thin films.17 One notable exception is that of O/Cu~112!,
which forms several reconstructions depending on exp
mental conditions, none of which have the Cu-O-Cu ch
feature.18

Unlike these low-index surfaces, most high-index Cu s
faces do not form stable reconstructions, but rather fa
when exposed to oxygen. Most Cu~001! vicinal surfaces
form O/Cu~104! facets.19–27 Of course, to maintain the sur
face’s macroscopic orientation, other facets must form acr
the surface as well, such as$001% for the faceting of Cu~106!
~Ref. 27! and Cu~108!.25 In this report we discuss the
O-induced faceting of Cu~115!, in the temperature rang
2002400 °C, which forms facets with~104!, ~014!, and
~113! orientations. Since they are crystallographica
equivalent, we implicitly include the O/Cu~014! facets in the
following discussions of O/Cu~104! unless stated otherwise
This paper describes the surface structure of these face
well as that of the clean Cu~115! surface. Elsewhere,28,29 we
described the kinetics of the faceting process as observe
x-ray diffraction.

Before moving on to the crystallographic structure of t
clean and faceted surfaces, we comment on the ability
observe facet structures using surface x-ray diffraction. Cr
tal truncation rods~CTR’s! occur because a surface brea
the periodicity of a bulk crystal.30 A facet is a small area o
the surface with a particular crystallographic orientati
which does not correspond to that of the macroscopic s
face. Yet it is still a surface, and the intensity of a CTR c
be calculated in the usual way30:

I}U (
n52`

0

F exp~2 inq•c!U2

}uFu2
1

4 sin2~q•c/2!
. ~1!

When applying Eq.~1! to a facet, the unit cell is chosen suc
that the lattice parameterc is perpendicular to the facet plan
~instead of the bulk surface plane, as is the case for an
faceted surface!. The scattered intensity from one sing
facet will be small, proportional to the area of the facet. B
if many facets of a given orientation are present on a surfa
the scattering from their CTR’s will add incoherently and t
intensities become large enough to be observed.
15 446 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! images of Re-
iter and Taglauer26 show that the facets formed by exposin
Cu~115! to O produce three-sided pyramids across the s
face; each side is~at least! moderately well-ordered with
well-defined orientations of~104!, ~014!, or ~113!. One such
pyramid is diagrammed in Fig. 1~a!. The three facets are
clearly distinguishable in the original micrograph,26 as are
the high degree of atomic ordering on the$104% facets and
the relative disorder on the~113! facets.

We have observed CTR’s from these three facets w
surface x-ray diffraction, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Fig
2~a! is a cross section through reciprocal space at cons
perpendicular momentum transferl 5q•c. The plane is thus
parallel to the~115! surface with l ~in this case! slightly
greater than that of the bulk Bragg peak. This surface w
prepared by exposing Cu~115! at 300 °C to;20-L O2 ~1 L
5 1 Langmuir5 1026 Torr sec!. No longer is this surface
~115! oriented; if it were, a CTR would pass through th
center of this plot ath56 andk50 ~see below!. Instead, the
plot cuts through three rods, all of which are angled tow
the bulk peak and perpendicular to the plane of their part
lar facet. On the lower side of the Bragg peak, the peaks h
reversed positions, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Figure 1~b! depicts
the constant-l plane cutting through the three CTR’s, wherel
is less than that of the bulk peak. The well-defined orien
tions of the facets permit structure factors to be measu
along the rods of each facet; the crystallographic analyse
these facets are in Secs. III and IV below.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic real-space model of one faceted pyram
as observed with STM in Ref. 26. The surface normals of the~104!,
~014!, and~113! facets are shown. The vertical scale is significan
exaggerated.~b! Schematic reciprocal-space diagram of CTR’s d
to the three facets in a!. The l 5const plane below the bulk Brag
peak is the plane of Fig. 2~b!.
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In labeling the axes for the bulk surface and the two fac
discussed in this paper, we follow standard surface scie
practice of labeling the surface normal as thez axis. In the
surface plane, we choosey parallel to the steps on thes
vicinal surfaces, and1x pointing toward an upward step
Thus our choice of coordinate system changes for each
face. The coordinatesx, y, and z are given in units of the
appropriate surface unit cell.

II. CLEAN CU „115… SURFACE STRUCTURE

Ideal Cu~115! is a regularly stepped vicinal surface o
Cu~001!. Compact step notation31 describes its structure a
3(001)3(111), meaning the surface is composed of$001%
terraces~three atoms long! separated bŷ111&-type ~closed-
packed! steps along they direction. The angle between th
@115# and @001# directions is 15.8°. Figure 3 illustrates th
bulk-terminated Cu~115! surface, highlighting the three in
equivalent atomic sites on the surface,32 which all have dif-
ferent coordination numbers. Atoms on the step sites (S in
Fig. 3! have seven nearest neighbors, while atoms at
terrace sites~T! have eight, and atoms at the corner sites~C!
have ten. All other atoms are in fully coordinated ‘‘bulklike

,

FIG. 2. ~a! A cross section through reciprocal space above
(603)115 bulk point, at l 54. The three spots are located at th
intersection of thel 54 plane and the CTR’s of the three face
formed by exposing O to Cu~115!, as labeled. No~115! rod is
visible ath56 andk50, indicating the surface is entirely facete
~b! The same mesh scan, but now below the Bragg peak, atl 52.
Each spot is now on the reverse side of the~115! CTR position.
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sites. In the centered orthorhombic surface unit cell, e
atom at (x,y,z) has a crystallographically equivalent atom
(x1 1

2 ,y1 1
2 ,z), in units of the surface unit cell.

Because of the high Miller indices of this surface, t
reciprocal space notation is rather complicated. The geom
ric transformations between standard fcc coordinates
~115! surface coordinates are given by the following ma
ces:

S h

k

l
D

(115)

5S 5

2

5

2
1

2
1

2

1

2
0

21 21 5

D S H

K

L
D

fcc

~2!

and

S H

K

L
D

fcc

5
1

27S 5 227 21

5 27 21

2 0 5
D S h

k

l
D

(115)

, ~3!

with lattice parametersa513.281 Å ,b52.556 Å , and c
518.783 Å . Thus the (111)fcc bulk Bragg peak is now in-
dexed as (603)115, as shown in the reciprocal-space map
Fig. 4. Bragg peaks are separated inl by 27 reciprocal-lattice
units. That is, there are other Bragg peaks at (6,0,30)115 and
(6,0,24̄)115, although these peaks are far beyond theq range
accessible by this experiment. On the other hand, the in
layer spacing is deceptively small:dbulk50.696 Å, since
there are 27 layers of atoms per unit cell. Atoms in adjoin
planes have, of course, significant lateral separation, as
in Fig. 3.

For vicinal surfaces, it is more natural to describe verti
displacements in terms of interatomic separation~projected
onto thez axis! than to speak of interlayer spacings. F
atoms in adjacent ‘‘layers’’ which have horizontal sepa
tions much larger than their vertical separations, the conc
of interlayer spacing is less meaningful. Thechangein rela-

FIG. 3. Bulk-truncated structure of a clean, ideal fcc~115! sur-
face.z is the surface normal,x runs perpendicular to the steps in th
surface plane, andy is parallel to the surface steps~and perpendicu-
lar to the page!. The surface atoms thus have small vertical sepa
tions, accounting for the small interlayer spacing (dbulk50.696 Å!.
Atoms at the surface are labeled according to their location at
step (S), on the terrace (T), or at the corner below the next step~C!
~Refs. 32 and 37!. Subsurface atoms are labeled according to
surface atom above them and their depth~in atoms! below the sur-
face ~along the column of similar atoms!.
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tive vertical position of an atom in layeri compared with an
atom in layeri 11 can be defined as

Dzi

z0
5

ddi ,i 11

dbulk
5

~zi2zi 11!2z0

z0
. ~4!

zi is the vertical position of the atom in the coordinates of t
surface unit cell, and, for the Cu~115! surface unit cell, the
bulk interlayer spacingz05 1

27 . Use ofDzi instead ofddi ,i 11
emphasizes that atoms on vicinal surfaces may not be
rectly above the atom in the next layer down.

A. Previous work on Cu„115…

Work on the clean Cu~115! surface originally focused on
the stability of this stepped surface, rather than the crysta
graphic structure. Time-of-flight helium atom scattering
Ref. 33 determined that this surface doesnot undergo a
roughening transition, as previously thought. Energy analy
was essential to this experiment, given the large amoun
inelastic scattering from this surface at high temperature

Low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! has been per-
formed on Cu~115!, and is interpreted as a comple
multilayer relaxation.34 The measured relaxation between t
first and second lattice planes isDz1 /z05213.2%, and re-
laxations continued to the sixth layer. Table I lists the resu
of this experiment. Although the fractional changeDz1 /z0 is
very large, the actual atomic displacement is not so dram
since, as mentioned above,dbulk is relatively small.

This LEED analysis considered only vertical displac
ments in the atomic relaxations, but a full crystallograph
analysis should allow lateral displacements as well. Since
reconstruction was observed in either in-plane direction,
expect on symmetry grounds that atoms remain aty50 or 1

2

~gray or black circles in Fig. 3!. The lack of mirror symmetry
in thex direction allows, in general, for atoms to relax in th
direction. LEED is typically more sensitive to interlayer di
placements and surface x-ray diffraction to lateral displa
ments, so perhaps the LEED data could be sufficiently
without including lateral displacements in the surface mod

The structure of Cu~115! was studied theoretically by
Loisel et al.35 using tight-binding calculations, by Ham

-

e

e

FIG. 4. Reciprocal space map for a fcc~115! surface, in thek
50 plane. Shaded circles represent Bragg points, labeled in s
dard fcc units~lower, italics! and 115 surface units~upper, straight!.
Axes for standard fcc orientation~dashed! and for 115 surface ori-
entation~solid! are in bold. The narrow, tilted lines represent 1
crystal truncation rods. Note that this figure is rotated from Fig.
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TABLE I. Interlayer relaxations of Cu~115! as determined by LEED experiments~Ref. 34!, tight-binding
calculations~Ref. 35!, energy-minimization calculations~Ref. 36!, embedded-atom calculations~Ref. 37!,
and surface x-ray diffraction~present work!. Reference 37 and the present work also explicitly include lat
displacements.

Percent relaxation (Dzi /z0), determined by:

Layer
LEED

~Ref. 34!

tight-binding
calculations
~Ref. 35!

energy minimization
calculations
~Ref. 36!

embedded atom
calculations
~Ref. 37!

surface x-ray
diffraction

1 213.2 28.0 212.7 29.46 215.4
2 26.1 25.1 210.3 27.87 18.1
3 15.2 17.0 110.8 18.76 21.1
4 20.1 23.3 26.3 24.19 210.3
5 12.7 23.1 24.04 15.4
6 13.44 20.7
7 21.67 26.9
8 21.14 13.6
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monds and Lynden-Bell36 using energy minimization calcu
lations, and by Tian and Rahman32 and Durukanoglu, Kara
and Rahman37 using the embedded-atom method. All met
ods found a qualitatively similar relaxation pattern in t
interlayer spacing, withDz1 /z0 not as extreme as determine
by LEED;34 results are shown in Table I. More recent em
bedded atom calculations38 are in very good agreement wit
Refs. 32 and 37. Furthermore, Rahman and co-workers32,37

found a common characteristic in several Cu~001! vicinal
surfaces: the vertical displacements of subsurface~bulklike!
atoms follow the trend set by atoms of the topmost lay
The displacement of the surface atoms are repeated inw
with an exponentially decaying scale factor. Multilayer r
laxations of this sort are common in surface structure,
vicinal surfaces present a complication: for Cu~115!, each
atom is almost vertically aligned with the atom of thethird
layer below it ~besides an offset of12 in y). Tian and
Rahman32 used the vertical displacements of the top atom
Dzm ~wherem5S, T, or C, the three surface sites defined
Fig. 3! to describe the displacements of the lower atoms

Dzm,n5Dzm exp@2km~n21!#. ~5!

n is the depth of the atom beneath the surface~Fig. 3!, and
km is an exponential decay factor. The form of Eq.~5! is the
general solution of the Poisson equation, which will be
exact solution in the limit of continuum elasticity theor
Although Ref. 32 did not consider lateral displacements, R
37 did, finding that the trend of Eq.~5! approximately holds.
The small displacements inx did not follow any such trend

Durukanoglu, Kara, and Rahman37 also calculated the sur
face phonon spectrum of Cu~115! and similar Cu~001! vici-
nal surfaces, finding highly anisotropic thermal vibrations
the surface. The in-plane phonon modes perpendicular to
steps were particularly softened, resulting in a large Deb
Waller factor inx for the step atoms~symbol Bx

S ; the sub-
script represents direction and the superscript identifies
atom!. Calculated vibrational amplitudes inx for terrace and
corner atoms were progressively smaller, reflecting th
greater coordination. Vibrational amplitudes iny were nearly
identical for theS, T, andC atoms, and inz the trend was
reversed fromx, with the corner atoms having the large
-

-

r.
rds
-
t

,

e

f.

t
he
e-

e
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mean-square amplitude. These results appear consistent
He-atom scattering experiments39 which mapped out the
surface-phonon-dispersion curves of Cu~115! and found a
low-energy longitudinal mode at the zone boundary.

B. Present experiment and results

In order to determine the surface structure of Cu~115!, we
have performed a surface x-ray diffraction experiment
beamline X16A of the National Synchrotron Light Sourc
Brookhaven National Lab. The surface was prepared
chemical polishing, then by cycles of sputtering with 1-ke
Ar1 ions and annealing to 550 °C, until terraces on the s
face were*700 Å , asdetermined by the width of the crysta
truncation rods. The structure factors (Fhkl), derived from
integrated intensities of diffractometerf scans, were cor-
rected for Lorentz and polarization factors and the variat
of the illuminated area on the surface. 123 structure fac
along five crystal truncation rods30 were measured at room
temperature using 8.5-keV x rays. Structure factors for ne
tive l are achieved through inversion symmetry using
Friedel relationFhkl5Fhkl̄ , and crystallographically equiva
lent structure factors were symmetry averaged together u
plane grouppm: Fhkl5Fhk̄l due to mirror symmetry iny.

Figure 5 displays the structure factors measured from
Cu~115! surface. The dashed line represents the calcula
scattering from a bulk-truncated Cu~115! surface; the only
fitting parameters are an overall scale factor, a roughn
parameter, and one isotropic Debye-Waller factor. The id
bulk truncation made a reasonable preliminary fit, but
data had clear oscillations which called for a model w
atomic displacements and additional Debye-Waller fact
for the surface atoms. On this vicinal surface, the most g
eral model has many atoms with independent displacem
parameters, e.g., 14 free displacement parameters for the
seven layers of atoms~all of these atoms being close to th
surface!. Refining such a model produced a physically unre
sonable fit: the distance from atomS ~the step atom! to any
of its nearest neighbors was greater than 2.6 Å , compared
with the bulk bond length of 2.556 Å ; the Debye-Waller
factor for this atom also had a large, negative value~which
has no physical meaning!. Other interatomic distances o
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this surface became less than 2.2 Å . We conclude that this
model provided too many degrees of freedom for the av
able data.

To attempt a more realistic description of the Cu~115!
surface, we developed a model which included fewer f
parameters combined with some physical insight. This mo
limited all vertical displacements to the form of Eq.~5!. Thus
an arbitrary number of atoms was allowed to relax in thz
direction and be described by only four parameters: thz
displacements of the step, terrace, and corner atoms (DzS ,
DzT , andDzC respectively! and one decay factork, using
the definitions of Eq.~5!.32,37In practice, we allowed vertica
displacements to the 15th layer of atoms, and used one c
mon k instead of separate decay factors for theS, T, andC
atomic columns.

In addition to these vertical displacements, displaceme
in x for the top four atoms and four Debye-Waller facto
were needed to model the surface satisfactorily. The va
of the refined parameters are listed in Table II, resulting i
fit to the data ofx251.40 and graphed as the solid line
Fig. 5. The simple constraint of Eq.~5! was apparently suf-
ficient to constrain the model and still explain the obser
tions. As expected, the step atom is significantly contrac

FIG. 5. Structure factors of the five crystal truncation rods
clean Cu~115!. Circles represent data points, the dashed line is a
for an abrupt bulk termination, without atomic displacements
multiple Debye-Waller factors (x252.47); and the solid line is the
best fit as described in the text (x251.40). ~a! (11l ) rod, whose
bulk peak is atl 55. ~b! (20l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 510. ~c!
(40l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 527. ~d! (60l ) rod, whose bulk
peak is atl 53. ~e! (80l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 513.
l-

e
el

m-

ts

es
a

-
d

inward, towards its neighbors, in agreement with the LEE
experiment.34 The fit was not very sensitive to the deca
parameter, sok was fixed at 0.4, as suggested by the nume
cal calculations and simple force-constant model of Ref.

As predicted by calculations of the phonon spectrum
the Cu~115! surface,37 an anisotropic Debye-Waller facto
for the surface atoms significantly improved the fitting. I
stead of attempting a detailed comparison with the result
Ref. 37, we limited the number of Debye-Waller factors
the minimum needed to obtain a satisfactory fit. We fou
that four such parameters were sufficient: two anisotro
Debye-Waller factors~one for thex direction, and one fory
andz) shared by atomsS andT; one isotropic factor shared
by atomsC and S2; and a value ofBbulk50.55 Å for all
other atoms. Additional Debye-Waller parameters did not
sult in an improved fit.

In addition to the above parameters, our model include
roughness factor based on the geometrical model
roughness.30 The best fit yieldedb50.51, a large value even
for a metal. However, this, like the large values ofDzi /z0,
was due to the very small interlayer spacing of this surfa
the root-mean-square roughness was only 1.44 Å .

The low symmetry of this vicinal surface produced ma
atoms near the surface which had crystallographically in
pendentx and z coordinates. Simply allowing these coord
nates to vary independently did not produce a physica
realistic fit, but a restricted model assuming elastic inter
tions did. One effect of including Eq.~5! is to limit unreal-
istic interatomic distances; most of the refined distances
the model ranged from 2.49 to 2.57 Å . Prevention of unre-
alistic interatomic distances can also be addressed by ad
an ‘‘energy cost’’ to the goodness of fit parameter. That
bond lengths~or also bond angles! far from bulk values add
to thex2 of a model, ensuring a preference for realistic i
teratomic distances. This procedure has been employed40 in
the solving of complex reconstructions on semiconduc
surfaces using the Keating model of interatomic potential41

On the other hand, Eq.~5! is, to some extent, an oversimpl
fication of the true multilayer displacements. Surface ato
will likely relax with some deviation from an exponentia
decay, which this model does not take into account. A m
complete structure determination would require data from
greater range of reciprocal space, implying a higher x-
energy. Unfortunately, more energetic x rays than those u
in this experiment would cross the CuK adsorption edge,

f
t
r

TABLE II. Refined parameters for the final model of Cu~115!,
as described in the text, yieldingx251.40. Structure factors calcu
lated from this fit are the solid lines in Fig. 5.Dxi is the displace-
ment of atomi from its bulk-lattice-defined position in units of th
surface unit cell.Dzj is the vertical displacement of atomj from the
atom at the next deepest site compared to the bulk displacemen
defined in Eq.~4!.

Vertical
displacements

Lateral
displacements

Debye-Waller
factors

DzS /z0520.154 DxS520.0009 Bx
ST57.6 Å2

DzT /z0510.081 DxT520.0011 Byz
ST53.3 Å2

DzC /z0520.011 DxC520.0075 BC,S251.9 Å2

(k50.4) DxS250.0035 Bbulk50.55 Å2
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resulting in a high fluorescence background and making
curate integrated intensities more difficult to measure w
out an energy-sensitive detector.

III. STRUCTURE OF O/CU „104… FACETS

A. Previous work on O/Cu„104…

Unlike Cu(11n) surfaces, Cu~104! is a ~001! vicinal sur-
face with ^010&-type steps, i.e., 4(100)3(010) in compact
step notation.31 The first four rows of atoms are all expose
to the surface~i.e., have reduced coordination!; the steps are
not close packed, resulting in a surface which is not expec
to be thermodynamically stable.42 Upon exposure to oxygen
however, this surface is known to become extremely stab43

The O/Cu~104! orientation is so strongly preferred that ma
nearby Cu~001! vicinal surfaces tend to form O/Cu~104! fac-
ets when exposed to O. Formation of O/Cu~104! facets has
been observed by O dosing of many Cu surfaces, includ
Cu~115!,26 Cu~117!,24 Cu~1,1,11!,24 Cu~1,1,16!,23 Cu~102!,22

Cu~106!,27 Cu~108!,25,24 and Cu~418!.23 As mentioned
above, other facets must also form in order to maintain,
average, the macroscopic orientation of the surface.

Due to the^010& orientation of the steps of the~104!
surface, the lateral separation of Cu step atoms~along a step!
is 3.61 Å. This exposes gaps along the step edges w
provide an ideal adsorption site for O, since 1.85
('3.61 Å /2) is the Cu-O bond length in Cu2O and in sev-
eral O-induced Cu reconstructions.10 In fact, the O-Cu-O lin-
ear chains which form along these steps are often consid
the stabilizing building block of the O/Cu(001)(2A2
3A2), O/Cu(110)(231), and O/Cu(110)c (632)
reconstructions.10

Despite the importance of the~104! surface in the O on
Cu system, a full structural determination has not been p
formed, and studies to date remain ambiguous. Algra, S
meijer and Boers,44 using low-energy ion scattering, foun
only one type of O adsorption site in Cu~104! for low O
exposures, concluding that O2 adsorbs dissociatively into th
hollow sites of the steps. A photoelectron diffraction stu
by Thompson and Fadley43 confirmed that O resides at th
twofold step sites at low exposure, but at higher cover
also occupies a~001! terrace site, as proposed by Perdere
and Rhead.21 More recently, Robinson, Vlieg, and Ferre9

hypothesized that O would sit in the hollow sites of the fi
and third Cu rows, and that the fourth Cu row would
missing; the~001! terraces on the vicinal surface then have
structure similar to the 2A23A2 reconstruction of
O/Cu~001!. In the 2A23A2 reconstruction, the O atoms a
fourfold coordinated; if O atoms sit at the center of the fi
and third-row hollow sites ofunrelaxedCu~104!, then the O
atoms in the third row have five Cu neighborsunlessthe
fourth Cu row is removed. Rutherford backscattering a
channeling experiments45,46were not able to directly observ
O on the Cu~104! surface, but did find a large outward e
pansion of the top atomic layers of;0.3 Å. A missing row
was not needed to interpret this data, yet the data were
sistent with the third or fourth row missing.

Several STM studies have examined the structure
O/Cu~104! facets formed by exposing various Cu~001! vici-
nal surfaces to O. Lloyd and Woodruff25 initially labeled the
c-
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O/Cu~104! facets of Cu~108! as missing thesecondCu row,
based on one low-resolution STM image. Knight, Drive
and Woodruff27 reinterpreted that image as more likely mis
ing the fourth row of Cu, consistent with their higher-quali
images of O/Cu~104! formed by faceting of Cu~106!. Reiter
and Taglauer26 interpreted their images of O/Cu~104! from
the faceting of Cu~115! as missing the fourth Cu row.

B. Present experiment and results

In order to determine conclusively the surface structure
O/Cu~104!, we have performed surface x-ray diffraction o
the ~104! @and equivalent~014!# facets. The faceted surfac
was prepared by exposing the clean Cu~115! surface~pre-
pared as described in Sec. II B! to ;50-L O2 at 308 °C.
Faceting was observed with the x rays, as described in
28, until ~104!, ~014!, and~113! facets had formed.

For this preparation, the coherence length inx ~perpen-
dicular to the steps! on the ~104! facets was approximately
400 Å, as judged by CTR half-widths; iny, the coherence
length was approximately 700 Å. These lengths on the~113!
facets were approximately 300 Å inx by 1000 Å iny. These
dimensions varied with preparation conditions~i. e., tem-
perature, O2 partial pressure, total O2 dose!. All structure
factor measurements were performed after O dosing
ended and the sample had been cooled to room tempera

The crystal truncation rods arising from these facets w
no longer perpendicular to the Cu~115! surface, but instead
each set of rods were perpendicular to the facet plane f
which they arose, as shown in Fig. 1. The~104! and ~014!
CTR’s are not parallel to the plane of Fig. 4; the~113! CTR’s
are in this plane, but are tilted 25.2° from@001#. To index
these rods, we switched from~115! surface notation to the
notation of the particular facet. Operationally, this was ve
easy to achieve by appropriately relabeling all of the alig
ment reflections in the diffractometer’s orientation matr
The reciprocal-space transformation from standard fcc u
to the ~104! surface units is given by

S h

k

l
D

(104)

5S 4 0 1

0 1 0

21 0 4
D S H

K

L
D

fcc

, ~6!

or, inversely,

S H

K

L
D

fcc

5
1

17S 4 0 21

0 17 0

1 0 4
D S h

k

l
D

(104)

. ~7!

With this transformation, (111)fcc5(603)1155(401)104.
Bulk peaks for the~104! surface are separated inl by 17
reciprocal-lattice units, and are connected by CTR’s perp
dicular to the~104! surface. In this tetragonal unit cell,a
5c514.90 Å andb53.615 Å .

Since the average surface orientation, across many fa
is still ~115!, l 50 no longer represents the plane of grazi
incidence or exit for the x rays relative to the~104! planes.
For some rods, measurements can be made with the gra
incidence geometry forl ,0. In other cases,l;0 is inacces-
sible. But for most of thel ,0 measurements in Fig. 6, w
use the inversion symmetryuFhklu5uFhkl̄u.
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FIG. 6. Structure factors of the five CTR’s of O/Cu~104! facets. Circles represent data points; the dashed line is a fit for an abrupt
termination, without atomic displacements or multiple Debye-Waller factors (x2537.3); and the solid line is the best fit as described in
text (x255.5). ~a! (02l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 50. ~b! (20l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 58. ~c! (31l ) rod, whose bulk peak is a
l 525. ~d! (51l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 53. ~e! (80l ) rod, whose bulk peak is atl 522.
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Along with structure factors from O/Cu~104!, we mea-
sured the structure factors from the crystallographic
equivalent O/Cu~014! facets, finding, as expected, that d
from both facets agreed well. Therefore, to achieve a b
data set we averaged the measurements from the two f
together, along with the symmetry equivalents from e
facet. In all, we measured 319 structure factors using
keV x rays, which symmetry average to 127 data points~the
average agreement is 5.2%! along the five inequivalent rod
shown in Fig. 6.

The structure factors along each truncation rod
strongly modulated, indicating a drastic modification of
surface structure away from a simple bulk truncation~repre-
sented as dashed lines in Fig. 6!. Although the oscillations
may be suggestive of a missing row, no such structure c
be found that simultaneously fits the oscillations on all fi
r
ets

-

e

ld

rods. Instead, our best fit to the data is a model withall rows
present, and O atoms in the hollow sites of the first row~step
edge! and third row~terrace!. The displacements of the at
oms in the first five rows are listed in Table III, with calcu
lated structure factors displayed as solid lines in Fig. 6. E
cluding the O atoms from the model, while refining the sam
number of Cu displacements, results in ax2 value more than
double that of our best model.

In our model of the surface, the first three rows of atom
relax upwards, away from the bulk. The average spaci
between atoms in the top three rows and atoms in low
layers increases by;9%, fully consistent with ion channel-
ing studies.46 With the first three rows expanding away from
the bulk, the comparison with the O/Cu(001)(2A23A2)
superstructure9,26 remains partially valid, even without the
fourth row absent. Apparently, the expansion of the fir
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three rows carries a lower energy cost than removing
fourth row. A side view of the relaxed structure is shown
Fig. 7.

One notable result of this analysis is that the facets
within error, completely smooth:As25060.1 Å, as might
be expected from the stability of the O/Cu~104! facets. That
is, on the length scale of the facets, the steps on the sur
are straight~unkinked! and unbunched, in agreement wi
the micrographs of Reiter and Taglauer.26 Besides a Debye
Waller factor for the bulk Cu atoms ofBbulk50.55 Å2, the
Cu atoms of the first three rows had a separate fac
Bsurface51.860.2 Å2. The refined Debye-Waller factor o
the O atoms was zero within error bars. In all, four displa
ment parameters were used for O atoms and eight for
atoms. Due to the fewer electrons in O than in Cu and
correspondingly smaller form factor, the positions of the
atoms are determined with slightly lower certainty than
Cu positions. Despite this model’s excellent ability to rep
duce the modulations of the structure factor along all fi
rods, the goodness-of-fit parameter is relatively large:x2

55.5. We feel this is due not to any deficiency in the mod
but to an underestimation of the systematic errors associ
with the highly reproducible data. Thex2 test weights each
data point with the inverse square of the error, yielding
high goodness-of-fit measure even for good fits to data w
small uncertainties.

We do find one striking dissimilarity with the
O/Cu(001)(2A23A2) structure, in that the two O sites~in
the first and third rows! are inequivalent. The O in the thir
row ~terrace site! is fourfold coordinated with bonds;1.84
Å to the Cu atoms in the second, third, and fourth rows; t
is almost a planar structure quite unlike the O coordinat
on the 2A23A2 structure or in bulk Cu2O. The O in the first
row ~step-edge site! is only twofold coordinated; it is located

FIG. 7. Side view of refined O/Cu~104! surface structure. Bolde
atoms are in they50 plane, while the lighter atoms are in they
5

1
2 plane. O atoms have a smaller diameter than the Cu atom

TABLE III. Refined parameters for the O/Cu~104! surface struc-
ture, resulting inx255.5. Displacements are in fractions of th
surface unit cell. For Cu atoms, displacements are relative to b
inferred positions. Displacements for O atoms are relative to the
atoms of the same layer~besides the displacement of1

2 in y). Un-
certainties for Cu atom displacements are;231023 for Dzi ,
;131023 for Dxi , and about twice that for O atoms.

Atom Layer i Dzi Dxi Debye-Waller factors

O 1 10.028 20.003 ;0
O 3 10.015 10.016 ;0
Cu 1 10.025 20.0157 1.8 Å2

Cu 2 10.019 10.0125 1.8 Å2

Cu 3 10.023 10.0022 1.8 Å2

Cu 4 – 10.0046 0.55 Å2

Cu 5 – 10.0036 0.55 Å2
e
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1.85 Å from the adjoining Cu step atoms, but then.2.4 Å
from the next nearest Cu atoms. Cu-O chains, without
fourfold coordination of O, are thus the main feature at t
O site. Table IV details the nearest-neighbor Cu-O bo
lengths resulting from our fit. This strong asymmetry
binding sites is not too surprising; on this stepped, vicin
surface, the O adsorption sites should not be degenera
are the sites on the symmetrical 2A23A2 surface. The steps
on this vicinal surface produce the asymmetry in O adso
tion sites observed in this work and previous studies.44,43We
expect this asymmetry, not present on ideal~non-miscut!
O/Cu(001)(2A23A2), significantly affects any rehybridiza
tion of Cu-O bonds.47 This should be apparent in valenc
band spectroscopy and in any future theoretical calculati
which compare the total energies of the various O/Cu~104!
surface structure models.

IV. STRUCTURE OF O/Cu „113…„331… FACETS

A. Previous work on O/Cu„113…

In contrast with the heavily studied O/Cu~104! system,
very little work has been published regarding O/Cu~113!,
and most of that has concentrated on the~113! facets pro-
duced by exposing Cu~115! to oxygen. STM images by
Reiter and Taglauer26 show a moderately disordered stru
ture on the~113! facets, with stripes about two atoms wid
running parallel to they direction. These stripes appear to b
separated by about four monatomic Cu~113! steps; however,
variations in stripe width and separation are clearly visi
across the larger area scans. Along a stripe, atoms appe
be grouped in ‘‘blocks’’ about three atoms long, with ga
between the blocks about 1.6 Å wide. Occasional bri
spots on the blocks were interpreted as ‘‘superatoms’’
evated;0.8 Å above the other atoms in the block. Based
the separation of stripes, length of blocks, and relative p
tions of neighboring ‘‘superatoms,’’ Reiter and Taglauer d
scribed this surface as ac (1237) reconstruction.

Milne48 also observed the formation of~113! facets due to
O adsorption on two vicinal Cu surfaces. Electron micro
copy indicated that O adsorption caused Cu~315! to form
~305! and ~113! facets, and reflection high-energy electro
diffraction determined that O caused Cu~112! to facet to
~223! and~113! orientations.48 No structure was proposed fo

k-
u

TABLE IV. O-Cu bond lengths for the two O adsorption site
on Cu~104!, with uncertainties of about 0.04 Å, based on refin
atomic coordinates~Table III!. In contrast, if the surface Cu atom
were unrelaxed and the O atoms were centered in the hollow sp
the step or terrace, thendO-Cu would be 1.807 Å for each bond
length in the table.

O-atom site Cu location dO-Cu ~Å! Coordination

step~row 1! row 1 1.855 2
row 2 2.410 1
row 5 2.540 1

terrace~row 3! row 2 1.847 1
row 3 1.837 2
row 4 1.842 1
row 6 2.420 1
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15 454 PRB 59D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON
these facets, and as they appeared only occasionally,
were likely metastable. During O2 dosing on a single crysta
Cu~113! surface, Fu and Somorjai49 observed ap(231) re-
construction for O coverages of 0.4–0.5 ML, which reduc
to 131 at higher coverages. Two nondegenerate O ads
tion sites were identified based on desorption asymmet
but no structural study was performed.

B. Present experiment and results

The disordered nature of the O/Cu~113! facets precluded
the possibility of a full crystallographic analysis, yet, as F
2 clearly shows,~113! CTR’s were present in our data; th
surface was, to some degree, flat and ordered. Following
procedure of Sec. III B for the case of O/Cu~104!, we mea-
sured structure factors along six CTR’s, which symme
averaged to four, including those shown in Figs. 8~a!–8~c!.
Furthermore, we found a 331 reconstruction, indicating an
ordered superstructure inx but not in y. Figures 8~d!–8~f!
plot structure factors along three fractional order rods, wh
the full set of in-plane (u l u&1), third-order structure factor
are shown in Fig. 8~g!. Care was taken during measureme
to exclude contamination from third-order harmonics in t
x-ray beam; such features were much narrower and m
intense than the superstructure rods, and therefore stra
forward to isolate. In all, 300 structure factors were me
sured, symmetry averaging to 218 inequivalent points w
an average agreement of 5.9%. The conversions betw
standard fcc coordinates and~113! surface coordinates ar
given by the matrices

S h

k

l
D

(113)

5S 3

2

3

2
1

2
1

2

1

2
0

21 21 3

D S H

K

L
D

fcc

~8!

and

S H

K

L
D

fcc

5
1

11S 3 211 21

3 11 21

2 0 3
D S h

k

l
D

(113)

, ~9!

with resulting lattice parametersa58.477 Å, b52.556 Å,
andc511.989 Å.

Since all third-order rods are present~not just 3h1k
equal to an integer!, the 331 reconstruction was noncen
tered. Thus each~bulklike! layer of the surface contained s
symmetry-inequivalent atoms. The modulation of the fra
tional order rods in Figs. 8~d!–8~f! indicated multilayer re-
laxations were also important in the structure of this rec
struction. The refinement of this many atomic positio
presents a daunting task even for a well-ordered surface
disorder made a complete crystallographic description un
sible.

While our model does not determine all atomic positio
on this surface, it does succeed in describing some feat
of these facets. We indeed found that a model contain
stripes of Cu atoms fit the data best, in agreement with
STM work.26 However, the STM also showed the atoms
ey
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the stripes did not have well-definedy values. The complete
absence of superstructure reflections ink agreed with our
interpretation of the STM images, that the stripes had
long-range order in they direction. Our model attempted t
account for the disorder iny by performing an incoheren
average~summing of intensities! over two model surfaces. In
each surface, the atomic positions were identical except
three Cu atoms, which exchangedy values. That is, if for one
model surface, one ‘‘disordered’’ atom was located

(x,0,z) then, for the other, the atom was at (x, 1
2 ,z). This

model is an obviously limited attempt at treating the s
face’s disorder, and ignores the variations in stripe wid
observed by STM.26 The significant disorder on this surfac
makes it unlikely that any ‘‘superatoms’’ would be at we
defined crystallographic sites; attempts to refine positions
additional atoms on top of the stripes were unsuccessful

Like the O/Cu~104! facets, described in Sec. III B, whic
were smooth as measured by x rays, the O/Cu(113)(331)
facets hadb5060.01, using the geometrical model o
roughness described in Ref. 30. One Debye-Waller facto

FIG. 8. Structure factors from rods of O/Cu~113! facets. Circles
represent data points; dashed lines, the fit for an abrupt 131 bulk
termination; and solid lines, the best fit as described in the t
~a!–~c! Structure factors from integer-order CTR’s. Bulk peaks a

located at~113!, (205̄), and ~401!. ~d!–~f! Structure factors from
third-order rods. Note that the vertical axes of~a!–~c! are logarith-
mic, while those of~d!–~f! are linear.~g! Structure factors for in-
plane third-order reflections (u l u&1). On the left are shaded sem
circles whose radii are proportional to the measured struc
factors, with the hollow, outer semicircles representing the e
bars. On the right are values calculated from the best fit. Aster
represent points where CTR’s pass through the surface plane.
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B50.5 Å2 sufficed for all atoms; this model is not detaile
enough for the relatively fine effects of additional Deby
Waller factors. Based on interatomic distances, three at
per unit cell were tentatively identified as O, with the app
priate form factor used in calculation of the best fit. In t
refinement of the atomic positions, 19 Cu atoms were
lowed to relax from their bulk-defined positions, besides
three O atoms and the three Cu atoms ‘‘disordered’’ iny.
Figure 9 is a side view of the refined positions of the ato
in our disordered stripe model. The structure factors ca
lated from this model are shown with the data in Figs. 8.

The goodness of fit parameter for the disordered st
model isx257.9; while certainly leaving room for improve
ment, this was the best achievable given the disorder on
surface. Most of the disagreement is associated with
third-order rod measurements rising and falling mo
abruptly than the model predicts. This is a symptom of
oversimplified model: deeper layer displacements are nee
to increase the modulation, but would introduce many ad
tional fitting parameters. It is not clear that such a proced
would produce reliable results. We expect our refined po
tions are the result of the ensemble average naturally
formed by diffraction across many unit cells. Since the str
ture of the stripes is expected to vary iny @due to the blocks
and possible ‘‘superatoms’’ observed with STM~Ref. 26!#,
the positions of the atoms beneath the stripes are also li
to vary with y. The results of the simple disordered stri
model picks out the laterally averaged position of each at

Applying surface x-ray diffraction to O/Cu~113! facets
has helped elucidate the structure of these facets. Spe
cally, a noncentered 331 reconstruction was observed, an
the measured data were most consistent with a disord
stripe model. However, the disordered nature of this surf
precluded a full crystallographic analysis, therefore limiti

FIG. 9. Side view of the refined O/Cu(113)(331) surface
structure. O atoms have a smaller diameter than Cu atoms.
thickness of the atoms shows whether they are located in thy
50 or 1

2 plane, or both~to model the disorder on the surface!. The
bottom two rows of atoms are unrelaxed from their bulk positio
ne
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the conclusions which could be drawn. For a more comp
understanding of O/Cu~113!, other surface science tech
niques, each with its own advantages and limitations, m
be applied to this system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented three surface struc
determinations, of a clean vicinal surface and of two oxyg
covered facets. While the determination of the O/Cu~104!
facet structure demonstrates the power of surface x-ray
fraction to detect subsurface atoms, the determination of
Cu~115! surface structure and the O/Cu(113)(331) facet
structure demonstrate the more common situation, of
need for multiple, complimentary surface science techniq
~theoretical as well as experimental! to describe a surface
fully. In the case of O/Cu(113)(331), additional work re-
mains on both preparation and analysis of this disorde
structure before a complete description can be reached.

We expect that our results for the O/Cu~104! facets
should also describe the structure of bulk O/Cu~104! single-
crystal surfaces. As discussed in Ref. 28, O/Cu~104! is one
of the most stable O-covered Cu surfaces, and the forma
of O/Cu~104! facets appears to drive the faceting of this sy
tem. It is conceivable that these facets may, in fact, be clo
to the lowest-energy structure of O on Cu~104! than even
O/Cu~104! from bulk single crystals. Bulk crystals may b
hampered by misorientation, impurities, or incomplete O
sorption, while the facets are less susceptible to such lim
tions. In our preparation we are, in effect, growing the$104%
substrate along with its surface.

In contrast, the~113! facets are formed primarily becaus
the surface must maintain its macroscopic~115! orientation.
These facets are significantly disordered and likely strain
Indeed, the reconstruction formed by O on a Cu~113! single
crystal is supposedly quite different from the disorder
stripes observed on the facets.26,49 Nevertheless, now tha
several structures of O on Cu surfaces have been experim
tally determined~and several other surfaces have been fou
to be unstable!, the time is ripe for theoretical work to mor
completely describe the interactions of oxygen with both
and stepped Cu surfaces.
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